L96 heads

Rectangular port heads boast a clear advantage in the flow department and are ideal for
high-RPM, big-cubic-inch, and purpose-built drag racing applications. Factory castings are
capable of to cfm when ported properly, which can make it difficult to justify an aftermarket
casting. However, aftermarket castings boast designs more suitable for both more extreme
applications and street cars looking for better torque. Factory heads have design compromises
for emissions and cost obviously missing from aftermarket designs and are optimized for
low-lift camshafts and other OEM components. However, the aftermarket can achieve the
performance potential of a race head that is compatible with factory intake and exhaust
patterns. These were the first heads to bring race car quality and technology to the OEM side.
Although common in the aftermarket, CNC-porting of the intake and exhaust runners is usually
too costly for a factory head. Titanium intake valves and sodium-filled exhaust valves were
previously unheard of in a domestic factory engine, which revved to 7, rpm, another anomaly for
a pushrod V Right out of the box, these heads have supported more than hp naturally aspirated
and substantially more with forced induction. The large, raised runners and degree valve angle
enable substantial flow that supports large cubic inches. And the large valves necessitate a 4.
Photos Courtesy General Motors. A better casting was used for added strength on the
supercharged LSA, but it is also mostly unchanged since its original inception. The L92 head
was the first to boast cfm while being dirt cheap, which started the craze. The massive intake
valves necessitate a 4-inch-or-larger bore with no other special consideration needed. The
formula for building the most powerful factory GM engine ever was fairly simple: Add a
supercharger to the LS3 and beef it up considerably. Though they bare plenty of resemblance to
the LS3, the LS9 head has a number of features that make them more suitable for boosted
applications. The rotocast method also used on the LSA and the use of AT6 alloy make this a
stronger casting that is better at handling the added heat generated from a supercharger. The
factory CNC porting would seemingly increase flow, but a few changes to the port shape were
made to improve swirl that actually decreases flow but improves over-all performance in a
supercharged application. Titanium intake valves and sodium-filled exhaust valves keep it on
par with the LS7 and allow the engine to peak at 6, rpm. Just like the LS3, the large valves
require a 4-inch bore, and the LS9 also has a thicker deck and larger head bolts for better
clamping with boost. The intake manifold locating bosses also need to be machined for use
with an LS3 or L92 manifold. Photo Courtesy General Motors. Specializing in such a finite area
makes AI particularly knowledgable, precise, and efficient. Advanced Inductions offers a
plethora of heads with aftermarket and factory castings. It also offers intake manifold porting
and valvetrain kits with a specially designed camshaft. Photos Courtesy Advanced Induction.
LS3 cc. A large portion of the gains, though, come from opening up the exhaust ports. In fact, AI
offers a more budget-friendly version with stock intake runners and ported exhaust that it
claims is good for 20 to 35 rwhp. The pricier cc head is known for its torque and throttle
response. Flow cfm increases Flow continues to rise at. The only requirement for installing
these heads is a 4-inch-or-larger bore. The largest of the three is recommended for high-RPM
and large-displacement applications, and the smallest works well in the to hp combinations that
stay below 7, rpm. The cc version, though, splits the difference and offers substantial port
cleanup. AI says significant core shift among the GM castings causes large area to remain as
cast, which does not affect function. The largest of the three CNC programs eliminates most of
these areas. No special parts are required for installation. While subject to the same
inconsistency of any factory head, a superior port design and finish make these a very
attractive option for larger-cube builds whether road racing, daily driving, or drag racing. These
heads have proven to be capable of rwhp in a naturally aspirated, hydraulic roller, street engine.
Designed as a direct replacement for the factory LS7 head, the All Pro headuses stock rocker
arms and intake manifold. The smaller cc intake flows cfm at. Both require a 4. Titanium and
inconel valves, solid-roller valvesprings, and Jesel shaft-mount rockers are available. The
revolutionary valve head uses a unique rocker system that uses pushrods to activate four
valves per cylinder and make better use of the chamber. These heads are perhaps the most
exotic and least tested; however, the potential is obvious when you consider how much power
valve Ferrari V-8 engines make per cubic inch. Arao says the dual intake valves are equivalent
to a 3. The chamber is a fast-burn, low-detonation design that requires less spark advance at
peak power levels. Custom pistons are recommended for high-compression engines that need
valve reliefs for adequate piston-to-valve clearance. Photos Courtesy Arao Engineering. Brodix
is no stranger to building high-quality cylinder heads dating back to the s , but the company is a
newcomer to the LS market. These LS7-style heads make up its first offering, boasting excellent
flow numbers for the runner size thanks to the straight runners with excellent line of sight. The
largest CNC version uses huge valves to achieve more than cfm at. A smaller cc CNC version is
also available for lower-lift cam, street applications that flow cfm at. All heads are made of A

virgin alloy, use the standard degree valve angle, and are compatible with LS7 components
such as intake manifolds, rocker arms, and exhaust manifolds or headers. John Lingenfelter
was not only a racing legend, but he spent more than 30 years reinventing cars and trucks for
world-class performance. Today that tradition is carried on by current owner Ken Lingenfelter
and a talented crew of builders and engineers. LPE has programs for stock and aftermarket
castings as well as custom porting and a variety of other services such as engine building and
products for the street, drag race, road race, and top-speed crowd. Photos Courtesy
Lingenfelter Performance Engineering. CNC LS3. CNC LS9. Countless hours have been spent
developing the program for LS3 heads, which is carried out on an in-house 5-axis CNC machine.
These heads are clearly built with its supercharged and turbocharged customers in mind, using
Inconel exhaust valves to handle the added heat while also keeping valvetrain weight to a
minimum. These were engineered with more street-based engines in mind as flow tapers off
after. These heads are available for or compression with stock bottom-end LS3s. As with all L92
heads, a 4-inch or larger bore is required. It is a combination that would suit naturally aspirated
or forced-induction applications; however, the stronger alloy, thicker deck surface, and better
clamping capabilities make them best suited for boost or juice. Like all LPE heads, these were
created by sectioning a stock head to measure wall thickness and then countless hours of hand
porting were spent before recreating on the 5-axis in-house CNC machine. These heads require
a 4-inch- or-larger bore and ARP head studs, but are machined to except an LS3 or L92 intake
manifold. These heads hit a whopping cfm before falling off at. LPE uses these heads in its and
hp C6 Z06 packages, where maintaining velocity, torque, and street manners is very important.
Livernois was the first to produce aluminum radiators for automotive use as well as the tooling
and machines to produce them. In the LS community, Livernois is widely known for its
fifth-generation Camaro products and services, and has managed to produce the very first
Camaro ZL1 to run a 9-sec-ond quarter-mileâ€”using a Livernois cam and CNC-ported heads.
Photos Courtesy Livernois Motorsports. CNC Stage 3 L A Stage 2 package is also available
using stock GM valves, using the same carefully shaped port design that is crafted on a 5-axis
CNC machine. Flow numbers hit Suitable for large-bore street cars; up to Using a Livernois cam
and LS7 bottom end, these heads typically make more than rwhp with supporting components
air intake, headers, exhaust, etc. Naturally, a 4. The fast-growing Mast Motors-ports was
founded on the principles of engineering, developing high-quality LS components, and
thorough assembly of LS crate enginesâ€”embracing new and cutting-edge technology. Mast is
constantly developing new products for the LS market that push the design envelope for the
highest performance. Mast brought the first small-bore rectangular port heads to market a few
years ago, and since then there still has not been a higher flowing head for a 3. An degree valve
angle enables the straight runners as well as plenty of piston-to-valve clearance with big cams.
The clean-sheet casting design uses a. Flow continues to rise to. Stroker and boosted engines
can benefit the most from the added flow cfm ; however, the small compared to stock runners
keep velocity high enough to make good power with stock cubic-inch, naturally aspirated
combos with a 4. If you are using aftermarket blocks you can go with the 6-bolt version to
accommodate the extra head bolts. Though the runners are not much larger than the
medium-bore version, the huge LS7-size valves make all the difference. The flow numbers rival
any ported LS7 head as a result, yet it is still compatible with LS3 valvetrain components and
intake manifolds. Flow numbers hit an amazing cfm at. Six-head-bolt provisions come standard
to match aftermarket blocks and provide extra clamping force. Like the other rectangular port
heads from Mast, these also boast an degree valve angle and. Mast also has its own twist on the
LS7 head, starting with a higher-flowing version of the original with a more conservative cc
intake runner. However, the big bad boy cc is the one racers and to ci stroker builders gravitate
toward. This head continues to flow as the flow bench hits 1. The large runners are not for the
faint of heart, small cams, or average street cars. Six-head-bolt provisions are standard. These
heads are compatible with LS7 rockers and other components, and a 4. Another clean-sheet
casting comes from Procomp, which uses high-grade aluminum and superior quality control to
outdo the factory casting. The advanced port design easily surpasses some of the finest CNC
factory heads, and also utilizes a proprietary multi-angle seat design. This head comes fully
CNC-machined either bare or fully assembled with stainless valves and dual valvesprings.
Photos Courtesy Procomp Electronics. The price is what makes these heads so attractive.
Throw in some great flow numbers, and naturally aspirated builds can support plenty of power.
Photos Courtesy Scoggin-Dickey. PRC offers its own aftermarket casting. The company is
known for extensive flow and dyno testing of all its heads as well as affordability. PRC is hard to
beat in terms of quality and performance per dollar. PRC cylinder heads have several
long-standing records in the LS drag race community. Photos Courtesy Texas Speed. The flow
numbers speak for themselves; however, it is worth noting how extensively these heads have

been dynotested prior to their release. Many different options are available, from the GM L92
valves to the lighter hollow-stem LS3 valves and aftermarket stainless-steel variations on both.
Two different valvespring options allow up to. Meanwhile, the exhaust runner, which is very
restrictive on the stock casting, is uncorked considerably. This head was designed with stock
cubic-inch builds in mind; however, their flow capabilities also make them a good match for
strokers. The rolled valve angle allows greater piston-to-valve clearance. Available valvesprings
handle either. Choose from three different valve options, starting with the basic stainless-steel
to hollow-stem and titanium like stock. Several different valvesprings are available as well, for
up to. An LS7-size bore or larger is required. The aftermarket castings afford several
advantages, such as the extra material to make a cc intake runner, a thicker deck surface, and
6-bolt provisions for aftermarket blocks. The massive 2. With this type of flow, a higher-lift cam
and the lighter hollow-stem or titanium valves are recommended. VMAX has made its name
porting top-end components such as throttle bodies, intake manifolds, and cylinder heads for
the LS market. The heads can be flat-milled to. A 4-inch bore is required, with no other special
requirements. As the demand for Wegner engines grew, so did the customer base and facilities
to satisfy them. Wegner-spec LS engines can be seen in racing classes throughout the country,
which led to several products including these CNC-ported heads. With this sort of background,
durability is a concern, which is why Wegner ensures that there is plenty of material beneath the
spring pockets where ported LS3 heads can break through using heavier valvesprings. The
valveguides are honed for proper clearance, and the deck is resurfaced chamber size varies as
needed. All heads require a 4. WCCH designed this CNC program for the L92 casting for
larger-cubic-inch combinations such as and strokers; however, these heads have also proven
to be a good source of power on stock-cube, naturally aspirated LS3s. Higher-lift cams can take
advantage of up to A Stage 3 is also available, which is designed for even larger-cube engines
and uses 2. While also available as-cast cc , which flows cfm, the CNC-ported version delivers
the finished product for racers who can utilize the cfm at. This casting is ideal for high boost or
nitrous in particular because of the stronger T6 alloy, raised valve cover rails for aftermarket
rocker clearance, and hardened valve seats. These large-runner heads have a degree valve
angle, like stock, and are compatible with factory LS7 rocker arms and stands. The heads can
accommodate 1. Photos Courtesy World Products. If you liked this article you will LOVE the full
book. Click the button below and we will send you an exclusive deal on this book. L92 cc. LS7
cc. CNC LS7. LS3 Degree Small Bore. LS3 Degree Medium Bore. LS3 Degree Large Bore. LS7 cc
Degree. The L96 engine is a 6. It replaced the LY6 and added Flex Fuel capability. For marketing
purposes, it was also known as the Vortec The engine specs and information listed here is for a
stock L96 engine. These motors are capable of making a lot of horsepower, and respond well to
upgrades like turbos, superchargers, high-flow cylinder heads, intake systems, cams, and
nitrous oxide. Check out L96 6. Summit Racing has created a series of comprehensive guides
for each engine in the LS family, so engine builders and tuners can have a handy reference for
their projects. Does not need a thing. Well ok, what can be done to it? Is there a better program,
or is it stealing from Peter to pay paul? I did a l96 swap in my 58 apache. I switched to a Holley
intake and double pumper carb. I am also running a toploader 3 speed behind it. Everything is
stock in the engine but im wanting to do a cam swap. William, going along with your truck
engine into a truck application, we would suggest a truck cam. They are intended to maximize
torque and midrange with a strong top end. The Stage 1 truck cam has a noticeable lope and
works with stock springs. It makes a ton of power and is good in a daily driver. Not that you
have to worry about it running a manual trans, but the Stage 2 cam is about as much as you
would want with a stock converter and has a steady lope. The Stage 3 works with a converter
and has a more aggressive lope. The Stage 4 is pretty serious even yet. It works with a
converter and makes power higher in the RPM range. You can read up on the descriptions and
specs a little more by checking out this article. They have small primaries and extra-large
secondaries and people say they run like injection. You could get by with a cfm with your
cammed L96, but the electric choke composite bowl is a match for the double pumper. Give
Summit Racing a call at if you have any further questions on any of that to help you make the
best choice. Flex fuel, iron block. What do you have to do with the VVT? Will it work OK without
connectors? No i camed this engine one of the sensors damaged by mistake and it run horribly
you can delete vvt and its become almost ls2 with ls3 heads stock heads its the deference its
valves material its great engine for the money only bad thing its pistons if they make it lighter. I
did a swap in my yukon you have to ad the vvt wires and pin it to your ecm then change tune to
kill the afm and to run vvt. I did this with a new L96 crate on Silverado. Had base tune with ECM
out of truck and runs like shit. Likely more due to improper guesses on MAP and injector flow
than vvt. Used an adapter to connect the cam position sensor to the 5 pin connector on the
engine, leaving vvt empty for now. Turns out the heads were cracked as bad as a dry lake bed,

so I found a replacement set. Upon installation I found out the block is cracked just as bad.
What blocks will interchange with this one? My motor ran fine, no knocks or rattles just kept
getting hot, so my internals are fine. Does it have to be the L96? Where is it cracked? It is iron
and a good machine shop may be able to fix it with a good weld. Then againâ€¦. Any 6. So just
throw the parts from your L96 into any Iron 6. I have a model l96, how well will it respond to a
stage 4 cam swap with a single 78mm turbo and stall backed by a 6l90e transmission, this setup
will be in a 84 c10 truck. I have a HD and I am thinking about the L96 as a fresh replacement
motor other than VVT delete, front timing cover, and 58x relucter what else needs attention. I am
going to use intake and injectors for early style 02 type. I have timing cover for front cam
sensor,? Crank sensor and knock sensor are there cost effective ways to make this work? What
is the difference between the 2 and it was my understanding that you can make more
horsepower using E85? Your email address will not be published. Your Website. Save my name,
email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. This site uses Akismet to reduce
spam. Learn how your comment data is processed. Summit Racing Equipment. LS Engines L96
6. Bore Dia. Stroke 3. Deck Height 9. Bore Spacing 4. Cam Housing Bore Dia. Cam-to-Crank
Centerline 4. Connecting Rod Housing Bore 2. Crankshaft Rod Journal Dia. Reluctor Wheel 58x.
Exhaust Valve Diameter 1. Pushrod Length 7. Author: OnAllCylinders Staff. And I love it. Even
stock it is a hoss. William Murphy says: August 13, at pm. Brian Nutter says: August 14, at am.
Rolf Pawelka says: September 26, at pm. Fkh says: January 15, at pm. Robert says: January 13,
at pm. Steve says: August 31, at am. Any specific pin locations used for vvt or did you just pick
any unused location? Poul says: January 24, at pm. Chris says: March 11, at pm. John Waller
says: September 18, at pm. I have a L96 with HP. Can I use this guide or should I be doing
something different? Simon Boettcher says: October 24, at pm. Clinton Cochrane says: March
11, at am. Does the injectors handle flex fuel detection or do you need the sensor in the fuel
line? Steve says: November 21, at pm. Leave a Reply Cancel Your email address will not be
published. It was a replacement for the LY6 with added flex fuel capability. The rugged iron
block 6. You also get the sturdy 4th-gen full-floating connecting rods and a boost-friendly 9.
Most 6. This will definitely free up a few horsepower and the V8 burble will make your ride the
center of attention at a stop light. Trucks often come with mechanical fans that sap horsepower.
An electric fan kit will free up that power. We recommend that you talk to your local chassis
dyno tuner and decide on a computer programmer. Raising the factory redline is a big part of
this because it allows your vehicle to be in the meat of the powerband longer. Torque limiting
can be completely shut off, shift points can be raised, and it makes it easier to tune for a bigger
cam and injectors later on. Before beginning the tuning process, we recommend installing a
colder thermostat to open up the L96 tuning window. What you need is a cam that delivers a
gut-punch right when the converter hits. We recommend a dedicated truck cam. If the engine is
going in a lighter car with deep rear-end gears and a high stall converter , you can be more
aggressive with duration. To maximize torque in the mid-range in a truck cam, manufactures
close the intake valve at about degrees. Turbo cams reduce overlap with less exhaust duration
split in relation to the intake. Beyond that,. The stock rockers are good up to lbs. You will want
to install a trunnion kit for added reliability. There are a few other parts needed for a L96 cam
swap such as an LS2 timing chain , LS7 spec lifters , LS2 timing chain damper and thick-wall
chromoly pushrods. In general, an L96 upgrade will involve adding boost or nitrous before
starting any serious work on the cylinder heads. The flex-fuel engine injectors are pretty good
to start and rated at 50 lbs. GM through some other goodies in to make them compatible with E
Stainless fuel rails, SIL-1 nitrided intake valves, and Brico valve seats were standard. In-tank
fuel pumps and external pumps are popular, but mild fabrication will be required. When running
boost, you can use a water-methanol system to supply extra fuel and lower charge air temps. If
you have a power adder, the intake and 87mm throttle body can take a backseat for a while
longer. The factory truck-style manifold has long runners for better low-end torque and makes
good power from idle through 6, rpm. If you have the L96 in a vehicle with deeper gears, bigger
converter, cam, and the rev limit bumped, you may want to trade a little of that low-end torque
for some top-end horsepower. If so, go with a tunnel ram. Gains of 35 whp are possible with the
crossover point starting at around 5, rpm. Ask your tuner about going with a speed density
tune. Doing so will remove the MAF restriction and will give you a bit more power. They have
stronger wristpins, thicker ring lands, and the added valve reliefs allow you to run big cams.
They can handle about hp and 7, rpm in boosted applications at least for a while. They are likely
to bend before they break when subjected to real track conditions. The main reason for going
with a stroker forged crank is for the added cubic inches. The extra cubes bring boost on
quicker which means you can use bigger and more-efficient turbos. Having your machine shop
sonic check your block is a good idea. You can make 1, hp with a couple of simple upgrades
like head studs and LS9 head gaskets. I have a GMC K Would this engine fit in my truck? Also,

what additional expense would be incurred with swapping from my current engine? Yes, its the
exact motor they are talking about in the article. L96 6. Last year for the L96 engine was so no a
is not an L96â€¦. The L96 is still available in express vans. Wikipedia and many other online
sources do not have the correct information. Go to gm. Towing an lb. Have a 6 liter Chevy Need
a little more horsepower. What do you recommend the next step to be? Headers and larger
diameter exhaust? Towing a lb. Toyhaulers with a Chevy 6. Needs a little more horsepower.
What do you recommend the next steps to be.. Fully loaded toy hauler is 7,lbs. My 6. Just need
a touch more power. Did you ever get any answers, anywhere? Did you try exhaust yet? Same
here with my HD. Also increased the diameter of my exhaust 0. Then I bought a Diablosport
Trinity 2 tuner. Runs great on E85 but also consumes more fuel on E If you need massive torque
for towing he will make you the best cam for that application. He is the Cam Whisperer. I would
get a set of cheap ebay 1. Speartech Engineering has everthing you need from Harness to
controller etcâ€¦.. Hi I just bought a 6. I do tow a few times a year, and would like more torque;
even a little would help. Intake and exhaust? Thanks, Steve. Cold air intakeâ€¦a good one thats
sealed.. Good headers will make torque under the curveâ€¦dontt cheap out on headersâ€¦. Just
got a L96 with its E78 pcm from a Silveraldo. Its going in my K5, but I am having a heck of a time
figuring out the harness issue.. I was planning on thinning it out myself but am finding very little
info on doing that. The LT1 site does not have any info on it either. All i find is aftermarket
harnesses. I am trying to keep it a budget build.. Mike, What brand long tube headers do you
recommend? What brand good quality electric fan do you recommend? Can we please get an
answer on a long tube header that would work for a HD gas 6. Stainless Works can make you a
set and Kooks as well. Sorry for delay have been busy as heckâ€¦. Pingback: L96 6. I have a
Silverado and looking to put a more aggressive cam in it for towing and just more power overall.
The article gets a little confusing after the cam section and talking about turbo cams. It also lists
other parts needed for cam swap like push rods, etc.. Pingback: Chevy 6. Hi there, I bought a
L96 with 40, miles on it, when the motor was pulled from truck the tarp deteriorated and we got
water on a couple cylinders there is very light rust on the cylinder walls everything looks brand
new inside the engine as far as cam and bottom end. Do you think I can Hon cylinders to
remove rust and just re-ring the pistons or what do you think the safe thing would be to do not
going three huge build since the motor only has 40, miles on it thank you , Thomas H. Your
email address will not be published. Your Website. Save my name, email, and website in this
browser for the next time I comment. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your
comment data is processed. Summit Racing Equipment. LS Engines L96 6. Intake Duration 0.
Still can drive daily. Author: Brian Nutter After a stint in the U. The early part of his automotive
career included working for engine builders Scott Shafiroff and C. Batten, followed by several
years developing performance pistons at Wiseco Piston C
toyota camry xv30
2008 ford explorer manual
1996 ford manual
o. Billy Wright says: June 3, at pm. John J. Deninger says: June 6, at pm. Levester Plain says:
July 13, at pm. Mike Santo says: November 12, at pm. Donald Swain says: August 24, at am.
Taco truck says: October 16, at pm. Michael Santosuosso says: August 17, at am. Mounts
harneas and ECU. Randy Potter says: August 8, at pm. Randy Potter says: September 22, at pm.
Steven says: November 11, at pm. Andy says: November 5, at am. Hendo says: February 13, at
am. Google GM Vortec engines wikipedia. It will give you a rundown of everything. Steven says:
November 10, at pm. Tyler says: January 2, at am. Do you have any resources on this? Any info
would be greatly appreciated!! Mike Santo says: December 14, at pm. William Moody says:
January 11, at pm. Steven Garcia says: April 25, at pm. Mike Santo says: August 17, at am.
Steve says: March 25, at am. Thomas Hernandez says: December 23, at pm. Leave a Reply
Cancel Your email address will not be published. Fly-cutting the pistons may be required.

